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When it comes to jumping, dancers could learn a thing or two from athletes. While dancers typically practice their jumps by, well, 

practicing jumps, high jumpers and hurdlers cross-train with exercises called plyometrics. These drills are specifically designed to 

fine-tune neuromuscular control and build power, speed and agility to help you catch more air time. In a study by the Harkness 

Center for Dance Injuries at New York University Langone Medical Center, a six-week plyometric training program improved both 

quadricep and hamstring strength in dancers, and helped them travel farther through space.

To get similar results, work these five plyometric exercises into your routine three days a week. Each offers a different benefit to help 

you get higher, move faster and stay up longer. “Typically a plyometric program is progressive,” says Jenna Marchitello, a physical 

therapist from Body Dynamics, Inc., in Falls Church, Virginia. “The focus in the beginning should be more on control of landing and 

alignment. Later, you can work on the height of the jumps.” She and colleague Sonia Deville Cronmiller, a certified health fitness 

specialist, advise dancers to wear sneakers and warm up with 10 to 15 minutes of cardio beforehand.Click here to watch Ballet 

Academy East’s Petra Love demonstrate each (http://dancemedia.com/v/8722)

Improve Your Power and Stamina: Tuck Jumps

Standing with your feet together, bend your knees and jump as high as you can, tucking your knees up to your chest. Land on both 

feet and immediately repeat, continuing the jumps for 30 seconds. “Tuck jumps help build the endurance dancers need for petit 

allégro,” says Alison Deleget, an athletic trainer with Harkness. They also improve lower body strength to help you develop explosive 

power. Deleget recommends two sets.

Improve Your Landing Control: Hop-Hop-Hold

Beginning in parallel, take two hops forward, traveling about a foot each time. After the second hop, hold in a squat landing position 

for five seconds. Repeat 5 to 10 times in a row. During the hold, focus on maintaining proper hip, knee and ankle alignment. “The 

hold at the end helps strengthen your glutes, hamstrings and quads for landing control,” says Deleget. Since most injuries occur 

during landings, proper alignment is vital.

Improve Your Push-Off Strength: Scissor Jumps

Starting in parallel, jump and split the legs, with one foot moving front and the other back. Land in a lunge with your front knee at a 

90-degree angle (making sure it doesn’t veer to the inside) and the back knee also bent at 90 degrees, with weight on the ball of the 

foot. Then, scissor the legs in the air and land in a lunge on the opposite side. Alternate legs for 30 seconds.

Scissor jumps strengthen the quadriceps, which control the push-off and landing. Focus on articulating a toe-ball-heel roll-through as 

you land, and stretching your knees and pointing your feet in the air. Keep your core engaged, avoiding any tucking or arching of the 

pelvis.

Improve Your Air Time: Bounding

For the bounding exercise—which looks like an explosive, jumping jog—jump from one foot to the other as though you were running 

in place. Jump high into the air to create a long, vertical stride, and hike the front knee up as high as possible. Your arms can move 

in opposition as you alternate the legs. “At first, do this in place for 20 to 30 seconds,” says Marchitello. “In later weeks, you can 

progress to moving forward.” Bounding helps with catching the air and sustaining your position in jumps like grands jetés.

Improve Your In-Air Alignment: Parallel Sissonnes

Starting with feet together in parallel, sissonne side to side (holding the arms in second). Alternate legs for a total of five repetitions in 

each direction. 

“Start these in parallel,” says Deleget, “and then progress to a more turned-out position.” Working turned-in helps dancers master 
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proper alignment. “If you can find your alignment in parallel, it will help you find it better in turnout.”


